This article investigates pornography's free speech at a time when commercial pornography has flooded the Internet and pockets of erotic activism are budding alongside the porn boom. Pornography moving freely across borders is foremost a capitalist vision, but online correspondents also construct non-conformist networks around Internet commodities and partake in gift economies. Revisiting Foucault's notion of space as "heterotopia," networked pornographic communication is shown to permeate physical places and other spaces. Online correspondents cultivate attachments to porn in "small" places and spaces other than the ones they routinely inhabit. Networked pornographic agency also materializes sexuality beyond the confines of dominant consumer industries. Besides the fact that dominant industries expand their markets and diversify products, sex communities emerge alongside these markets and play a vital role in negotiating sexuality. The article shows how the Internet's decentralized distribution mechanisms and diversified free-thinking have entered the realm of online porn and sexuality. Developing a theoretical notion of space as other spaces, the article unfolds the object of pornography as exuberant, dispersed in bodies and cultures, yet forcefully regulated by global corporations and nation-state governments.
Internet Porn and Censorship
Internet pornography is increasingly produced and consumed as a transnational commodity-culture by net users who live in a variety of cultures and places. The primary commercial agents of porn today are product distributors who work with porn companies to produce videos and make web sites for global distribution. We really have only scratched the surface right now. If you look at how many television homes there are in this world, or will there be, how many total homes there are, versus how many can get adult, we're still a very, very small percentage. The Internet has really obviously increased that, but again, the Internet is not the true experience of adult (…) Right now domestically in this industry it is $4 billion to $10 billion. Where would it be worldwide 10 years from now? 1 The Internet is indeed becoming the ultimate experience for adult entertainment and creating a unique space for corporate and independent pornographers, professionals and amateurs, to produce, distribute and consume products. Frederick's Lane study of porn enterpreneurism, Obscene Profits. The Enterpreneurs of Pornography in the Cyber Age, rightly takes into account the new role of independent women as enterpreneurs. As he writes:
The ability of women to participate in the pornography industry without the intervention of a (typically male) magazine editor or video producers has profound implications for the industry as a whole (…) The Internet has the effect of suddenly making any woman who chooses to set up her own nude Web site the head of her own Playboy-like channel or publisher of her own Penthouse-like magazine. Admittedly, the established players in the pornography industry have enormous technical, financial, and editorial resources (…) But amateur Web site operators have their own enormous draw: the very realness of the images they offer and the inherent voyeurism of looking at them (Lane, 2000: 113) .
Megastars such as Danni Ashe and small-scale entrepreneurs have started to build web sites in order to distribute their works and create a different environment for their consumers.
In an attempt to monitor web-based porn exchanges, federal Governments in countries as diverse as the USA, Australia, the UK, and France, have started to issue stringent censorship laws. The fear that the Internet kindles the growth of porn that is violent, harmful and exploitative to children, produces haphazard policy-making by legislators and corporations in their desire to control electronic information. An example would be the UK-based action Operation Ore, a piece of legislation that currently enables the police to monitor and arrest web users engaged in acts of "child pornography" without investigating the social or ethical codes of conduct developed by online correspondents.
John Perry Barlow of the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) in "Censorhip 2000" predicts a large networked anti-porn effort in the USA and Europe, as nation-states and international organs such as the G8 (Group of Eight Industrial Nations) are collaborating with ISP's (Internet Service Providers) to act as legislators of the Internet (Barlow, 2000) .
Internet Service Providers in several countries are now forced by law to report illegal traffic to the police. The UK-based Internet Watch Foundation, made up of Internet industries, government and consumer representatives, encourages web users themselves to report on illegal traffic. The Internet Watch Foundation prides itself on encouraging citizens to interact with policies and become autonomous governing bodies using a centralized and user-friendly web site. The foundation works in partnership with ISPs, Telcos, Mobile Operators, Software Providers, Police and Government. The goal is to minimize the availability of illegal Internet content, particularly child abuse images. As they write: "Our Internet Hotline can deal with reports of potentially illegal Internet content, such as websites, newsgroups and online groups that contain images of child abuse anywhere in the world; adult material that potentially breaches the Obscene Publications Act in the UK; or criminally racist material in the UK." Self-government and surveillance of citizens are presented as civil duties that lead to results, as the foundations proudly reports: "2450 notifications sent to the police in 2001." 2 Barlow believes that such alliances between nation-state governments and Internet industries may easily result in the political suppression of marginal groups, as it creates a tide of intolerance: "Within narrower contexts, suppressing the expression of gays, women, heretics, traitors, and troublemakers is politically popular" (Barlow, 2000) .
Government bodies such as the Internet Watch Foundation may lead to a moral mainstreaming of the body politic, rather than an understanding of decentralized sexual communities. An example would be the recent censorship and removal of online sexual communities by commercial portals. This has been particularly the case for commercial host portals such as Egroups, Yahoo, Excite, and Visto who have disabled legal adult websites for gay communities where materials deemed to be "obscene", such as pictures of urinating boys, were exchanged. Since those sites were hosted by corporate host portals as free services, the portals were "free" to set any terms of service (TOS) they chose. For instance, the Visto.com TOS reads: "We reserve the right to terminate any subscriber, without disclosure of specific reason for said termination, at our own discretion, if we deem that such termination is in the best interest of Visto Corp". 3 It is important to note that such control on adult sites is indeed damaging the educational and social functions they perform. Some of the moderators of censored sites have maintained extensive discussions about nudity between children and non-parental adults in order to resist a generalized representation of this taboo area of sexuality. Feb 2002: 60) . Moreover, these researchers have also found that the category of 'minors' (18 years or less in the USA) is too broad upon which to apply a measure of child psychology.
In response to the 1998 Child Internet Protection Act (CIPA), an act that requires public libraries to filter their computers if they want to retain federal funding, Judith
Krug of the American Library Association finds that most current filtering software is still flawed. She adds that "it would be better to educate children and teenagers about the various uses of the Internet rather than rely on software to help them navigate" (Loviglio, 2002) . In her controversial book Harmful to Minors: The Perils of Protecting Children from Sex, Judith Levine argues that the "harfmul to minors" obscenity standard, operational in the USA since 1968, is currently being revamped by government to phase out sexuality debates rather than promote tolerance and education.
Like Krug, Levine argues that children should be schooled in media literacy and moral intelligence rather than be exposed to censored versions of the Internet: "… to give children a fighting chance in navigating the sexual worlds, adults need to saturate it with accurate, realistic information and abundant, varied images of love and sex."
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Educational programs towards Internet literacy and sexual politics in high schools and higher education would be needed to close the gap between top-down government measures and decentralized online communities.
Online Porn Journeys
While where consumers may link to diverse sites and are able to apply forms of agency such as resistance, irony and selectivity. Consumer agency is a crucial component to the life of mediascapes as it opens a space for the imagination and enriching cross-cultural encounters (Appadurai, 1996: 35 part of a larger objective to limit access to public spaces. Porn emerged within male elite groups, or "male domains," who thoroughly feared the democratization of culture and protected secret collections from the lower classes and women's communities.
Over the last few decades, porn has undergone a shift towards decentralization and heterogeneity, as a wider variety of producers and consumers participate in the making of globalized markets. A contemporary notion of porn should capture such networked sexual agency and politics. This view would in accordance with a sexually exuberant climate, as small places such as homes, bedrooms or cybercafes become sites for networked activity (Duncan, 1996: 136-137) . Rather than viewing home-spaces as distinctly contained spaces, or sites of "patriarchal" or "matriarchal" domination, home spaces can be seen as networked nodes where individuals negotiate complex social and ethical codes. The ability to seek out and share sexual practice in response to online commodities and communities arguably creates new public freedoms.
1 An insightful theoretical model could be Foucault's early definition of space as "heterotopia". In his essay "Of Other Spaces,"(1986, originally published in 1967).
Foucault purports that we live in an epoch of space, where space is not a delineated entity but one which constantly fragments and dissolves, reforming as other spaces.
With modernity, the medieval concept of space as emplacement is replaced by that of "heterotopia", a disembodied notion of space whose fixed nature and location is constantly disrupted by transience and ever-shifting relations between places. Foucault was particularly interested in spaces that are linked to 'other' sites and which differ from the sites they reflect and speak about. According to Foucault, These spatio-temporal units, these space-times, shared the fact of being places where I am and yet I am not, as in the mirror or the cemetery, or where I am another, as in the brothel, the vacation resort, or the festival: carnival transformations of ordinary existence, which ritualize splits, thresholds, and deviations, and localize them as well. (Defert, 1997: 275) "Heterotopia" is Foucault's characterization of disorder and chaos in spatio-temporal units, and how they enabled intricate and multiple, often conflicting, workings of thought and gestures. Heterotopia was first defined by Foucault as "a disorder in which fragments of large number of possible orders glitter" (Defert, 1997: 275) . show". Da Rimini explains that these alter-ego personas had a profound impact on her own everyday body and sexuality:
During the 3-4 years that I was most intensely reconfiguring myself as an online erotic intelligence, as GashGirl and later as doll yoko, a period of my life that was particularly marked by obsession, an addictive relationship to going online, euphoria, wild oscillations of emotions, relentless creative output, I was experiencing my body in new ways, far more sexualized, responsive to suggestion and physically sensitive than it had been before. This went hand in hand with a driving need to write, to write daily, hourly, to never leave the screen, to record the psychic and emotional development of the characters I was inhabiting, and the passages of the relationships they were forming with other minds played out within the liquid space of the nets.
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Online correspondences dissolve the borders between small places and other spaces, enabling complex relationships between remote agents to emerge.
Pornography and the Gift
Online porn is consumed in spaces where remote partners communicate and social or moral agency merges through conversation, sex or pornographic commodities.
Pornographic agency as "journeying" relies on a specific type of performativity, community networking, as well as interconnectivity and access. In her essay, "Distributed and Hierarchical Power," Saskia Sassen (1998) argues that online correspondents hold a peculiar type of non-hierarchical power that is disruptive to national governments. Even though Sassen's research views corporate sites as the main invaders of web space, she believes that forms of Internet activism destabilize hierarchical power structures materialized by nation-state governments and corporations.
In Time and Commodity Culture (1997) John Frow posits gift exchange as a way to think late capitalism's commodity culture. Gift exchange supplements commodity exchange in that it aims to construct a mechanism of social cohesion rather than economic utility or profit. Frow's theory of the gift borrows insights from Georges Bataille, Jacques Derrida and Annette Weiner's anthropological study on 'inalienable' possessions in Oceanion and Aboriginal Australian cultures. Weiner's study of the gift shows that inalienable possessions go beyond a law of reciprocity, as they are the object of most intense desire (Frow, 1997: 129) . In Maori cultures, for instance, women's production of cloth becomes uniquely important because it is imbued with a procreative power and requires a specific type of guardianship which turns difference into rank (Weiner, 1992: 18) .
Theorists have started to investigate how web users use the Internet to construct alternative types of exchange to consumerism. The mailing list Nettime has had extensive discussions on gift economies destabilizing the objectives of consumerist capitalism. As Keith Hart argues:
Even if the Internet is a creature of capitalism, there have always been strategies for ordinary people to claw back something of the value of what they produce.
When such practices are identified as "the informal economy" (again a misleading expression, if it implies the absence of dialectical relations to the dominant forms), we can only note that what was taken in the 70s to be an insignificant sector of the total economy is today recognised to be very large in scope at all levels including the global. So it is possible for practices which are objectively minor to provide a site in which alternatives to the currently dominant economic form are developed.
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Porn users transfer personal information alongside pornographic commodities as they share and distribute sexuality. Such exchanges may become part of web users "special collection" even though commodities are still available to a wider market economy through the Internet. When consumers withdraw products from "pure" market relations and reserve them for other purposes, the logic of the commodity form becomes, in web users. Francesca da Rimini, for instance, often exchanges products (writings, images) with correspondents willing to enter her "free trade" zone and write out their fantasies. As she explains:
From the outset I was blown away by the trust and the commitment to the game, the contract, the obligations, that my playmates offered me. The gift was theirs, and also mine, it was a field of reciprocal exchange, a free trade zone. I felt free to use the gifts I had been given as source material for both my book FleshMeat, and online projects such as 'dollspace' and 'princess valium'. The contracts I established with my playmates allowed me to use transcripts of our correspondences and online interactions in whichever way I chose, and it was understood that I had an editorial power, but not the right to alter their words. I had no interest in making a direct financial profit from these gifts, it wasn't part of the deal.
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A number of porn producers have started to build independent websites to have control over the exchange with their clients and create community-friendly commodity environment. Nakkidnerds.com, maintained by Cloei, a 24 year old woman from Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a web-based network requiring paid membership. Cloei describes herself as "a shy woman who has a fetish for nerds". Cloei first worked as a model for commercial porn sites and then started to build her own company and web communities. Nakkidnerds.com encourages "nerdy" girls such as web designers and art students to showcase their bodies and to communicate with viewers through chatrooms and messageboards. Cloei created the company in order to give a more versatile picture of porn stars and set up a less exploitative network and work ethic for camgirls. As she writes in her homepage greeting:
I am sick and tired of searching through the net looking at page after page of tall blonde cookie cutter girls that you KNOW are NOT true amateurs. These days searching for "adult material" is just site after site of the same girls with a few rare exceptions, and frankly it is giving us wild web chicks a bad name. And that's not fair now is it. So I decided to do something about it. I wanted to capture the girl you see in the back of the class sitting there reading her book not paying attention to anybody. The girl you see on the street walking to work, or the girl who sits in the cube next to you day in/day out coding her little heart out. Girls who have much more than a pretty smile to offer, but also an amazing mind (…)
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Cloei was one of the first camgirls to gain national acclaim among the webcam community. Her site is an immediate departure from commercial porn in that she does not hire professional models but generally works with amateur-models, friends and acquaintances. In an area called "geekgurls", Cloei introduces her models and what kind of relationships she has with each of them. Viewers are encouraged to interact with the network and comment on issues through chat rooms and message boards. They can either talk to girls who are online, or post questions and ideas about sexuality in an online forum.
Www.ssspread.com, a site set up by Barbara DeGenevieve from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, wants to "serve the queer community with a kind of pornography that is underrepresented on the web". The collective intends to make the porn site "an exception to every rule" by making it "truly interactive". Just like nakkidnerd.coms, ssspread.com is a pay-site where members get access to images through a monthly membership. On May 10, a story called "the plumber" showed a domestic housewife being seduced and fucked by a transgender plumber. The ssspread community gives feedback to the stories by writing messages on a messageboard. Ssspread.com works with non-professional models who are happy to be showcased, are paid a nominal amount of money for each film shoot and do not necessarily conform to beauty norms. Ssspread.com also builds community by giving out members information so that they may be able to contact each other. The site contains links to pornographic stories in the "Story Lounge" area. The "Articles and Interviews" area contains interviews with activist pornographers and scholars such as Shannon Bell and Annie Sprinkle.
Maria Beatty is a lesbian fetish and s/m porn producer who in 1997 founded
Bleuproductions.com, an online video distribution site. Beatty set out to introduce a new type of "playfulness and eroticism" in her videos, presenting lesbian s/m in a more "elegant, sensual, feminine film style", as she felt that the adult video market was still too much 'focused on easy, gratuitous and or blatant, raw sex-scenes' 13 . Beatty believes that independent producers benefit from Internet distribution as it enables them to sell works at retail value, have more control over publicity, and easy access to international consumers and distributors.
Beatty's debut film The Elegant Spanking (1996) was initially primarily shown at lesbian and gay film festivals, both domestic and international, and to a limited wholesale market through the distributor Outspoken Productions. Now that The Elegant Spanking is distributed through Bleuproductions, sales have quadrupled, and audiences have come to include male and female heterosexual viewers. While Beatty was primarily categorized as a "lesbian filmmaker" catering to queer communities in the independent festival circuit, she is now considered to be an "underground classic art filmmaker", and has started to cater her movies to mixed gay/lesbian and straight audiences. Even Moreover, through her website and email correspondences, Beatty receives feedback to her videos from consumers across the world. She believes that Internet distribution allows citizens from more restrictive countries to buy tapes from off-shore producers and engage in correspondences. Gay.com clearly target "world-wide" sexual communities as consumers of products and services. As CEO Lowell Selvin of Online Partners, the parent company of Gay.com, explained in a press release that announced the Gay.com and PlanetOut merger:"The gay and lesbian community will be the winner in this merger because, for the first time, the
Porn and Queer Markets
LGBT market becomes a true economic force. Never before could any organization bring together this many gays and lesbians to command the attention of businesses worldwide. This merger will create a company that reaches more than 3.5 million people around the world each month and that combined reach is sure to attract even more leading mainstream advertisers and business partners."
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Megan Smith, CEO of PlanetOut explains that the merger will serve a "diversity" of global gay and lesbian communities: "With the two largest brands under one umbrella, we can aggregate resources and serve our customers even more effectively, providing Questioning the Information Society criticize the portal model for pampering rather than educating consumers: "The portal model, and the heavy presence of traditional media organisations, gives impetus to the idea of 'pushing' content -including advertising -at customers rather than waiting for them to pull it down" (Wyatt, 2000: 37) . They explain that the portal model is an important stage in streamlining Internet content so as to emphasize its commercial function. They believe that the portal model exacerbates the 'digital divide' between web users, based on national-origin, race and gender. In the case of Planetout.Com, we may assume that a consolidation of gay and lesbian media will increasingly enable individuals and communities globally to access gay and lesbian media and commodity exchange, and participate in sex forums at the margins of commodity exchange.
Conclusion
The future of pornography's speech is at stake since online consumers are increasingly moderated by stricter agreements between nation-state governments and globalized industries. Queer politics may be transformed and/or hampered by the draw of more aggressive and visible commercial porn networks. Frederick Lane (2000) believes that porn consolidation goes hand in hand with visions of corporate ownership and technological determinism: 'The Internet corollary of a tony address, vast distribution networks, and economy of scale will be the ability to engage in ubiquitous advertising and to develop and implement the latest technological improvements" (Lane: 2000, 235 14 PopcornQ is a San Francisco-based network which has sponsors gay and lesbian filmmaking internationally for more than a decade 14 PopcornQ first functioned as the addendum to a book publication, The Ultimate Guide to Lesbian and Gay Film and Video (1996) , a comprehensive anthology of gay and lesbian films and videos, including porn and erotica, with descriptions, pictures and distribution information. The book also explained in a stepby-step approach how to organize a film screening and create a unique program around audience, genre, sexual orientation, or taste. 
